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 Cyber Emergency Speak To An Expert

 
 Safeguard your business with industry leading cyber security
We’ll provide you with 24/7 support, guidance and expertise, so you get the peace of mind you need. We don’t sleep, so you can.
 Speak to an Expert
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 World class cyber security services

We deliver a market leading service you can trust, speak to a consultant about your specific needs.
 Book a Consultation






 Solutions designed to protect your business


We work in partnership with you, offering consultation on a range of managed security services. Our focus is on providing long term, comprehensive protection. We don’t sleep, so you can.
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Cybersecurity Maturity Assessment
Review your security posture and risk
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Security Operations Centre
CREST Accredited 24/7 protection
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Penetration Testing
Evaluating your networks, systems and applications for vulnerabilities
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ISO 27001
Achieve and maintain ISO 27001 certification compliance

 




 CREST accredited Security Operations Centre
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SIEM & Log Management
 SIEM & Log Management - Fully managed Security Incident and Event Management platform, tuned managed and maintained by our engineers.
Log Collection
Netflow Analysis
Service Availability Monitoring
Full packet capture
24/7 Security Intelligence
Ongoing specific use case development x
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Intrusion Detection  System
 Threat Detection - Out of the box Host-based IDS and network Based IDS with no additional hardware to buy
Network IDS
Host IDS
Wireless IDS x
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Threat Hunting
 Threat Hunting - Using cutting edge tools and techniques our specialist SOC analysts will perform a deep dive into an ocean of machine data generated by your organisation’s assets, services and endpoints, uncovering threats that would otherwise go undetected.  x
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Vulnerability Management
 Vulnerability Assessment – Identify all the vulnerabilities on your network so a clear patch management plan can be implemented.
Network Vulnerability Testing
Continuous Vulnerability Monitoring x
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Asset Discovery
 Asset Discovery - If it's on your network we will find it and catalogue it. And we’ll know if it shouldn’t be there.
Active Network Scanning
Passive Network Monitoring
Asset Inventory
Host-based Software Inventory x
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Behaviour Monitoring
 Behavioural Monitoring (UBEA) - Who's logged in to your systems, what are they doing, where have they logged in from. – Is it normal behaviour. x
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Orchestration & Automation
 SOAR (Secure Orchestration and Response) - We can reduce time and overhead on your technical team by implementing agreed mitigation steps that can be carried out on your behalf. x
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Dark web reporting
 Dark Web Monitoring - We will monitor the Dark Web for potential breaches associated with your company, by scouring password dumps and leaked data breach material. x
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Security and Compliance
 Compliance Reporting - We provide compliance reporting for well-known standards such as PCI-DSS and ISO 27001. Having all this information at your finger tips will enable you to produce complex evidence through our bespoke reports to any auditor with ease. x
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Endpoint Detectionand Response
 Endpoint Detection and Response – Monitoring endpoints for emerging threats, host-based intrusion detection level 1 incident response capability. Through the agent, we can gather forensic information about running services logged in users as well as the capability to disable networking or shut down the host remotely to quickly contain threats. x






 





 DigitalXRAID is on a mission: 
Don't let the bad guys win
Learn more about how we can protect your business across the 3 pillars of cybersecurity






  








 Dedicated security solutions
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Assess your risks
Discover whether your networks, systems and web applications are sufficiently secure
	Penetration Testing
 We will put your networks, systems and applications to the test by safely and systematically deploying a range of offensive strategies.
 Penetration Testing Service
	Social Engineering
 We can simulate a phishing attack to see how your workforce responds. Our team will be able to remediate any gaps in knowledge through directed training.
 Social Engineering Service
	Red Teaming
 We can reproduce a multilayered targeted cyber attack, utilising both external and internal threats. This will enable our team to identify exploitable factors and offer advice on remediation.
 Red Teaming Service
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Rick Jones / CEO
Many organisations prioritise deliverables such as up-time and IT service, grossly underestimating the problems cyber breaches can lead to. An ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’ mindset stops them investing in cyber protection. The problem is that you won’t know your network is insecure until a breach happens. Then it could be too late.



No better security
24/7 security for large businesses with a need for ongoing enterprise grade monitoring
A Security Operations Centre from a CREST accredited provider is the best form of security for your organisation.
	Our team is constantly working to research new & evolving threats
	Our team is accessible 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
	Our team comprises individuals selected for their industry expertise and tireless work ethic

Find out more about our SOC
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Scott Goodwin / CTO
Our Security Operations Centre detects and reports threats in real-time, meaning our customers are protected and aware of any security issues immediately.



Keep your team alert
The workforce is an organisation’s greatest asset – educate your employees to recognise the signs of a cyber attack
	HarpoonX
 91% of attacks begin with a phishing email. HarpoonX will train your team to identify and deal correctly with email phishing attempts before they can compromise your network.
 HarpoonX Phishing
	Social Engineering
 Social engineering is a common tactic used by hackers where they could pose as a customer and contact a member of your team. Would your employee comply with their request in the name of good customer service? Or would they know to recognise/challenge requests designed to exploit their trust?
 Social Engineering Service
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Michael / Security Consultant
Training and educating a workforce forms a crucial part of protecting an organisation against cyber security threats. Through our directed training you can activate your workforce as an extra security measure against cyber criminals.



Advancement via compliance
All organisations are required to comply with the security and data protection legislation relevant to their sector
	ISO27001 certification
 ISO-27001 outlines the requirements for implementing, maintaining and continually improving an Information Security Management System (ISMS) within a commercial organisation. A number of the ISO 27001 requirements also fulfil those of GDPR compliance and give much greater data-processing confidence overall.
 ISO 27001 Certification
	 PCI-DSS compliance
 PCI-DSS is an information security standard designed to ensure all companies that process, store, or transmit credit card information do so in a secure environment.
 PCI DSS Compliance Service
	IT Health Check
 An IT Health Check is necessary in order to qualify for the Government’s Public Services Network (PSN).
 IT Health Check Service
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Sarah / Security Consultant
A lot of organisations choose our services to satisfy compliance requirements.
We always stress the importance of seeing compliance as a core business function – part of a robust security posture designed to inspire stakeholder confidence – not just a tick-box exercise.
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85%
of all organisations have been hit by a phishing attack
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50%
of cyber attacks are financially motivated
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81%
of large companies have reported breaches








 Find out how DigitalXRAID will protect your business

 Book a Consultation

  Select Sector
Non Profit
Media
Manufacturing
Fintech
Legal
Healthcare
Government
Finance
Energy
Property
Technology
Education
Retail








68% of all businesses feel as though their cyber security risks are increasing
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 91% of attacks begin with a simple phishing email
Can your team recognise and deal with malicious emails?
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 1 in 8 retail organisations have suffered a breach
Are you equipped to prevent a security breach?
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 69% of customers said they would never return
Customers are less likely to buy from a breached organisation.





Cyber security experts
 We’re on the front line, making robust cyber security attainable for all businesses.
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 Long term solution
Partner with us for a comprehensive managed service to support and protect your business.
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 24/7 SOC protection
Our ongoing scrutiny of your networks, systems and applications will identify threats before they become problems.
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 Tailored services
We work to understand your challenges and develop a unique package of robust security solutions.
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 Dedicated team
Every one of our clients is assigned a dedicated team of security experts to offer advice, guidance and support.




 Discuss your cyber security options
Get in touch today to speak to an expert and secure your business, or call us on 0800 090 3734

 Get in touch
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 We're market leading because we live and breathe cyber security.

You’re safe with us
Being part of a hyperconnected world shouldn’t come at a cost. What drives us is the desire to deliver robust cutting-edge 24/7 security solutions that work to safeguard your organisation.
We scrutinise the constantly evolving cyber landscape to identify emerging threats and expand our expertise. Always switched on and ready to respond, you can rest assured that your organisation is in safe hands.
 Book a Consultation







 Cyber Security Experts
Accredited and regulated, we're in the top 1% of cyber security agencies globally


  [image: Crown Commercial Service Supplier]   [image: Cyber Essentials Plus]   [image: ISO 27001]   [image: BSI]   [image: ISO 9001]   [image: CHECK]   [image: NCSC Cyber Incident Response]   [image: CREST] We’re trusted by the UK Government as Crown Commercial Service providers as well as being accredited by two of the leading cyber security governing bodies. Our ISO9001 certification means you can rest assured our processes and approach are market leading.



 Protect Your Business & Your Reputation.

With a continued focus on security, you can rest assured that breaches and exploits won't be holding you back.
 Speak To An Expert
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